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Introduction:
This document covers the process for starting a Review Cycle for a new or revised document in SOLABS QM10.
To manage and start a Review Cycle, you will need at least Modify privileges in SOLABS QM10.
This document also covers how the assigned Reviewers will act on that task. To review a document in SOLABS
QM10, a user will need at least Review/Approve privileges.

Locating the Document
A new or revised document is ready for a Review Cycle when the author has uploaded the content, has
entered/updated all of the required metadata and has Submitted and Confirmed that information.
The level of permissions to author a document is the same as that required to initiate a Review Cycle so authors
can start that cycle on their own document after finalizing the updates. Alternatively, they can rely on a
Document Coordinator to perform that task, especially if the document is being revised using the SOLABS
QM10 Document Control Process.
If a Document Coordinator is starting the review cycle for an author who already updated the document, they
will need to locate that in-process document in one of three ways:


The Search field at the top of the screen



The Views tab options in the left-hand DOCUMENT Section menu



The Show All option (for Treeview) in the left-hand DOCUMENT Section menu
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If you are a Document Coordinator and the SOLABS QM10 Document Control Process was used by the author
to initiate document revision and obtain document owner approval (if necessary), you will have received an
email Notification and will see a task waiting in the PROCESSES section of your Home Page.

Once you have located the document that is ready for its Review Cycle, click the View option to the right of that
listing to access the Document View screen. If you are accessing it from a Process task, the View option for the
document will be at the bottom of the Process View where the document is listed under Related Items.

Starting the Review Cycle

In the Document Workflow box, you will see options to Set Workflow, Start Review Cycle and Start
Approval Cycle.
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Review Cycle is used when the document is being marked up or edited, and
a final version is not yet agreed upon. The content/text could still be
changed by readers and involved stakeholders.
Approval Cycle is used when the document is ready to be approved with the
electronic signatures of the involved stakeholders. The document is on its
way to being made effective.

It is a good practice to click first on the Set Workflow option to view the assigned workflow and determine if it is
appropriate for this document revision. The reviewers and approvers from the previous version will be assigned
by default but may need to be updated. The reviewers and approvers may also have been assigned through use
of a default Document Workflow Template linked to this Document Type but can be changed – or customized –
at the document level.

Set Workflow
To check or change the Workflow, click on the Set Workflow option to display the Workflow Details screen.
To see the Available
Templates, use the drop-down
list. Click on the names to view
the related users.

If there is a Default template
associated with this Document
Type, it will be indicated on the
list. If it is not appropriate for
this document update, a
different one can be used
instead, or Reviewers can be
selected manually using
“Custom Selection”.
Choose a Cycle Type of Review.
You can then choose reviewers
by Role or User, clicking +ADD
after each one to add them to
the Review Cycle list. You can
also Remove reviewers.
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NOTE: Review Cycles are conducted in parallel only, so you do not need to use the Order field. All
assigned Reviewers will receive the document to review at the same time.
Setting Due Dates for Review Cycles and Approval Cycles
 Delay to review/approve – allows the option to set the number of days in which
you’d like the User to complete the task – establishes a Due Date for the task.
 Reference Date – if setting a Delay to review/approve, this date
will be the start date for that calculation. If left blank, the Due
Date will be calculated from the day the Review Cycle is started.
 NOTE: When setting a Delay to review/approve, whether or
not a Reference Date is set, the Due Dates on Workflow box
must be selected on the Document Create/Modify screen.
When the list of reviewers is finalized, either by using the appropriate Document Workflow Template or
by making a Custom selection, you are ready to start the Review Cycle.

Start Review Cycle
To start the Review Cycle, choose Document Workflow > Start Review Cycle on
the right-hand side of the Document View screen and then Confirm.
After clicking Confirm, the document status tab will move to the next stage of
the life cycle, so the Pending Review tab is highlighted. Also, the right-hand
Document Workflow menu has changed to include a Provide Feedback option.

You will also notice that the Review Cycle section changes to Ongoing Review Cycle.
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The Change Summary section for documents at version 2.0 or higher will automatically include a Compare file.
This file is a PDF file with a DO NOT DISTRIBUTE watermark.


For a Review Cycle, the Compare file is generated at
Start Review Cycle. It compares the current file to the
last approved document file. If multiple review cycles
are initiated for a document revision (versions x.1, x.2,
x.3, etc.), the Compare file will compare the current
file to the one in the last review cycle performed.
Reviewers will have a link to the Compare file on
either the Document View or Document Workflow
screens.



For an Approval Cycle, the Compare File is generated
at Start Approval Cycle. It compares the current file
to the last approved file (previous major internal
version). Approvers will have a link to the Compare
file on the Document View screen only. They can
choose the Approve/Reject option after viewing both
the Compare file and the document itself, to access
the Document Workflow and make their approval
decision.



If the author chooses instead to upload another file into the Change Summary section, the Compare file will
not be generated. In that case the Change Summary section will include the file uploaded by the author, in
the original format, with no watermark.

Reviewing the Document
The users included in the Review Cycle will receive a Notification and will also see the Pending Review task in
the DOCUMENTS section of their SOLABS QM10 Home Page. If a Delay to review/approve option was set on
the Workflow, the User will also see a date in the Due field.
Click the link on the email to access the document or click View from your HOME Page. Depending on the
version of SOLABS QM10, the options will be either View|Review or Edit|View|Review and may be in black or
orange text.

To act on the Pending Review task, the users selected will need to have at least Review/Approve privileges on
the Document or the related Folder.
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Clicking on the View option from the Home Page will bring the Reviewer
to the Document View screen, allowing them to review all the metadata
and open the document before making their review decision. From there
they can click on Document Workflow > Provide Feedback to document
their review.
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Clicking directly on the Review option from the Home Page will bring the reviewer directly to the
Document File Review Cycle section but the right-hand menus are still available if they feel they need to
view additional information prior to making a decision.

Opening the Document File and Making Changes
The Document File section screen includes a
link to the attached document. Click either the
document link or one of the Edit buttons to
download the document.
A SharePoint integration feature is available for those clients who use Office 365, allowing for collaborative
editing during the document Review Cycle. The Edit Online option opens the document for editing. If other
Reviewers are also actively editing, that will be visible.
After reviewing the
document, if you have
minor changes to
propose, there is a
Comment field that you
can use to describe
them when making
your Feedback
Decision.
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If you are using the Word Online feature with Office 365 and need to edit the document, click on the
orange Edit Online button to open the document and make your changes. Your changes will be saved to
the file along with edits by any of the other reviewers.
This feature eliminates the need to export the document to make edits and then upload it with your comments.
You could use the Comment field to indicate that you made comments within the document but can leave the
File with comments selection at N/A.
If you do not have the Word Online feature enabled and need to edit the document, click on the blue
Edit button to open the document. Choose the Enable Editing option, make sure that Track Changes
(Review > Track Changes) is on in Word (it should be gold-colored), and make any changes required.
Save your edited document outside SOLABS QM10. There is a Choose File button in the Feedback
Decision section to upload your edited document when making your Feedback Decision. Use of Track
Changes will help the author and/or the Document Coordinator to easily identify your changes.

NOTE: To learn more about Track Changes, consult the MS
Word help file or click F1 from within Word.

Submitting Your Feedback Decision
If you have no changes to
make, have minor comments,
or are finished making your
edits and attaching a File (if
necessary), click the radio
button labelled Awaiting
Review to the left of your
name to bring up the Decision
options. Note that you can
also see the status of any
other reviews.
The Decision of OK, no change
will complete your Review task,
after you click on the Submit
button.
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If you have comments, you can choose the Reviewed, see comments option and then either type your
comments in the Comments field, use that field to indicate that you have included your edits in the attached File
(if Word Online was used) or attach your marked-up Word file with the Tracked Changes using the File with
comments: option (if Word Online is not enabled). To attach a marked-up file, click Choose File, browse for the
marked-up document, select the file and click Open to attach.
If you need to choose the Cycle stopped with comments option, the Comment field will become mandatory.
When you have made your Decision, click Submit. A summary of your review information appears, as
well as the Audit Trail logging message. Double-check your information and click Confirm.

When any Reviewers choose Reviewed, see comments or Cycle stopped with comments, the document will go
back to the Authoring status so those comments can be addressed. The Author or Document Coordinator can
then choose to do another Review Cycle or go directly to an Approval Cycle.
When all Reviewers choose OK, no change, the document will automatically move to the Approval Cycle, if one
has been set up as part of the Document Workflow.
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